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Abstract

career opportunities. Although important for human resource management, it is often the case in most business
fields that interviews are conducted based on interviewers’ gut feelings. In such cases, feedback can be biased
because each interviewer has an idiosyncratic standard for
evaluation: often they do not agree among themselves on
what questions should be asked and how applicants are
evaluated. For companies to make better use of feedback
and to make more reasonable decisions in hiring promising candidates, more robust and reliable methodologies
must be used to grade candidate potential. Nevertheless, when considered from the perspective of a job seeker,
they should be evaluated with a unified framework that
can estimate their true potential, which would keep them
from missing possible career opportunities. Although a
candidate’s potential and an interviewer’s toughness are
very important factors for interview evaluations, it is not
easy to estimate them because each interviewer interviews
different candidates. Aggregating grade data across interviewers systematically can understate the ability of an
interviewer rating to predict candidate performance. A
more sophisticated statistical method must be used to
estimate them simultaneously.
After some screening processes by resume, job interviews generally take place in multiple rounds, such as
casual coffee meetings, telephone interviews and face-toface interviews. The interviewers then grade candidates
on each round. It is noteworthy that the toughness of interviewers’ judgment may vary among rounds. Intuitively,
latter interviewers may try to give thorough evaluations,
which can engender more negative feedback. Therefore,
one must consider the variance of each round when estimating interviewers’ toughness.
As described above, standardization of job interview
grades and hiring decisions is an important problem for
any moderately sized organization. However, we often
rely on expert judgments to ascertain whether to hire a
certain candidate. These difficulties must be addressed in
a quantitative manner to assign the right interviewers to
the right candidates for the right rounds.
It is noteworthy that an ideal evaluation framework
achieves the following goals simultaneously: (1) estimating candidates’ true potential and interviewers’ toughness
simultaneously from grading data, with consideration of

Job interviews are a fundamental activity for most corporations to acquire potential candidates, and for job seekers
to get well-rewarded and fulfilling career opportunities.
In many cases, interviews are conducted in multiple processes such as telephone interviews and several face-to-face
interviews. At each stage, candidates are evaluated in
various aspects. Among them, grade evaluation, such as
a rating on a 1-4 scale, might be used as a reasonable
method to evaluate candidates. However, because each
evaluation is based on a subjective judgment of interviewers, the aggregated evaluations can be biased because the
difference in toughness of interviewers is not examined.
Additionally, it is noteworthy that the toughness of interviewers might vary depending on the interview round.
As described herein, we propose an analytical framework
of simultaneous estimation for both the true potential of
candidates and toughness of interviewers’ judgment considering job interview rounds, with algorithms to extract
unseen knowledge of the true potential of candidates and
toughness of interviewers as latent variables through analyzing grade data of job interviews. We apply a Bayesian
Hierarchical Ordered Probit Model to the grade data from
HRMOS, a cloud-based Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
operated by BizReach, Inc., an IT start-up particularly
addressing human-resource needs in Japan. Our model
successfully quantifies the candidate potential and the
interviewers’ toughness. An interpretation and applications of the model are given along with a discussion of
its place within hiring processes in real-world settings.
The parameters are estimated by Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC). A discussion of uncertainty, which is
given by the posterior distribution of the parameters, is
also provided along with the analysis.

1

Introduction

The analyses described in this report address challenges
related to estimating the true potential of candidates and
the toughness of interviewers during job interviews. Job
interviews play a key role in most companies for selection of candidates, and for job seekers to find appropriate
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mutual interaction; (2) estimating the variance of an interviewer’s judgment according to job interview rounds;
(3) predicting the distribution of interviewer’s judgment
about candidates and automatically assigning the right
interviewer at the right time. The first two are attempts
at standardizing job interview grading, while the third
particularly addresses the application of this framework.
In order to achieve these goals, we applied a Bayesian
Hierarchical Ordered Probit Model (BHOPM) to realworld data. This method itself has little novelty, but
the focus of this paper, and our contributions are on the
applied side. We demonstrate how naturally BHOPM can
accommodate our problem settings. The contributions of
this paper are as follows.

processes. Many companies evaluate job applicants using
a grade score. Although this scoring approach is simple
and easy to understand for most people, a problem exists by which the grade is fundamentally dependent on
each interviewer. As stated already, the purpose of standardizing job interviews and evaluation processes is to
evaluate candidates’ true potential without interviewer
bias or interview round bias. To achieve this goal, we
formulate this problem of estimating some latent variables
such as a candidate’s potential and an interviewer’s bias:
the interviewer’s toughness. A detailed formulation will
be discussed in the next subsection.
The estimated latent variables of candidates and interviewers, with consideration of generating process of grade
data, have widely diverse applicability. Presentation of
some applications of these variables and how they are interpreted is also included in the scope of this study, which
is shown in Section 4.

• A new application area to the rich literature of
Bayesian Hierarchical Ordered Probit Model to evaluate latent candidate potentials and interviewers’ judgment toughness in consideration of the variance of
interview’s rounds.

2.1

• Extensive evaluations of the proposed approach. The
result showed the model successfully estimated the
toughness of interviewers.

Estimating a candidate’s potential and an interviewer’s
toughness from interview grade data can be naturally modeled with a Bayesian Hierarchical Ordered Probit Model
(BHOPM), which is an extended model of an Ordered Probit Model with hierarchical structures. It can naturally
accommodate differences in individual judgments, and be
inferred in a Bayesian manner.
Presuming K ordinal categorical values, an Ordered
Probit Model presents a mode of predicting ordinal categorical measure k(k = 1, . . . , K) based on other predictors
x. To accomplish this, one can introduce linear regression
on x and then link the continuous prediction to ordinal
value k via a thresholded cumulative-normal function.
Figure 1 portrays the underlying mappings from x to k
[doing Bayesian data analysis]. As shown in Figure 1,
the predictor value, x, becomes mapped to an underlying
metric with a linear relation, µ = β0 + βx. The underlying metric value is noisy, and is distributed around µ
as a normal distribution with standard deviation σ. Finally, the underlying metric scale is carved into intervals
by several thresholds, which are also estimated from the
data. When the underlying metric value falls between
thresholds θk−1 and θk , an ordinal value k is generated.
We denote Φ as a normal cumulative function. Then, the
mass of the normal distribution between θ(k−1) and θ(k)
is calculated as Φ((θk − µ)/σ) − Φ((θk−1 − µ)/σ). This
mass can be interpreted as the probability of generating
an ordinal value k. For the lowest and highest ordinal
values, the outside thresholds are negative and positive
infinity. Therefore, the probability is Φ((θ1 −µ)/σ) for the
lowest and 1-Φ((θK−1 − µ)/σ) for the highest. Additional
information related to Ordinal Probit Models is available
in the literature [15].
Next, we consider how our observed grade data is generated. When it comes to evaluating candidates, we should
mentally hold some continuous values that represent the

• Interpretations of experimentally obtained results
with consideration of model uncertainty by Bayesian
inference. Examples are shown about how our model
can help us make decisions on hiring.
As described herein, we propose an analytical framework
of simultaneously estimating latent candidate potential
and interviewers’ judgment toughness in consideration of
the variance of interview’s rounds, through analysis of
ordinal grade data of job interviews. The reminder of
this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
our problem setting and our model. Section 3 presents
experiments with real-world data and experimental results.
Section 4 presents discussions of interpretation, giving responses to several research questions with the application
samples. We surmise that many of these answers can
be generalized beyond our scenarios. Section 5 explains
several works related to this study. Section 6 concludes
this paper.

2

Baysian Hierarchical Ordered Probit
Model

Problem Setting and Methodology

This section provides details of our problem setting in
interview evaluation, and our approach to solve that problem. As described herein, Bayesian Hierarchical Ordered
Probit Model (BHOPM) is used to analyze grading data
on a scale from 1 (Failure) to 4 (Excellent). We present a
mathematical formulation of our model and how it naturally accommodates our problem.
As described in Section 1, this study has two main
purposes. The first is to contrive an analytical framework of standardizing job interviews and its evaluation
2

Equation 4, 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate that these parameters have hierarchical structures. The parameters for
individuals are generated from a common popular distribution. In our problem setting, it might be reasonable to
expect that estimates of αc are mutually related because
we can assume that individual parameters are, to some
extent, mutually close. The same is true of the other
parameters, βi , γc,r and δi,r . We know that the interviewers review the candidate in various aspects depending on
interview rounds but we do not expect that they are completely independent. To express this sort of relation, we
posit that these parameters have a hierarchical structure
by which each parameter for individuals is viewed as a
sample from a common popular distribution, as described
in Equation 4, 5, 6 and 7. We set a normal prior to
each parameter here and assume a Cauchy prior for each
deviation for robustness [1], [2], as shown below.

Figure 1: Overview of underlying mapping in ordinal
probit regression.
candidate’s evaluation, which is affected by the candidate’s
potential and the interviewer’s bias. Then we try to map
the continuous rating value µn to ordinal categorical grade
metrics, with individual thresholds determining the grade
to which the value belongs. This generative process can
be modeled quite naturally by BHOPM. In this context,
we consider a linear combination of latent variables as
µn = µ0 + µc + µi

(1)

where µ0 , µc and µi respectively represent constant term,
latent variables for candidate performance, and the interviewer’s bias at interview. The underlying metric value
is distributed around µn as a normal distribution with
standard deviation σ, which we will explain hereinafter.
Furthermore, as already stated, candidate performance
and interviewer’s toughness may vary depending on interview rounds. To express this circumstance, we presume
that these latent variables are generated as presented
below.
µc ∼ N ormal(αc + γc,r , σc )
(2)
µi ∼ N ormal(βi + δi,r , σi )

(3)

αc ∼ N ormal(0, σα )

(4)

βi ∼ N ormal(0, σβ )

(5)

γc,r ∼ N ormal(0, σγ )

(6)

δi,r ∼ N ormal(0, σδ )

(7)

σc ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(8)

σi ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(9)

σα ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(10)

σβ ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(11)

σγ ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(12)

σδ ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(13)

We conducted some experiments to fix the hyperparameters for the Cauchy distributions. We set the variance to
2.5 because it achieved the lowest WAIC [23], [22] and all
parameters successfully converged. We will have a detailed
discussion on the convergence in Section 4. We assume
that choosing 2.5 as the variance for the Cauchy distribution is reasonable because it is large enough to cover
the estimators of our interest. Once a continuous rating
value towards a candidate is generated using the process
explained above, we try to map the continuous value to
categorical grade values with each threshold. Even if
some interviewers have almost identical continuous rating
values towards a certain candidate, some generous ones
might give 3, whereas the others give 2. Consequently, it
might be reasonable to posit that each interviewer has a
personal threshold. To model this, the threshold of each
interviewer is assumed as a sample from uniform prior
distribution defined as

Therein, we define αc (c = 1 . . . C) and βi (i = 1 . . . I) as
candidate potential and interviewer toughness; we also
assume that they follow a normal distribution respectively.
Parameters γc,r and δi,r (r = 1 . . . R) are defined as an
adjustment on each interview round. Equation 2 defines
that µc comprises of αc and γc,r and is distributed around
their summation with variance σc . The same definition
applies to µi .

θi,k ∼ U nif orm(θi,k−1 , θi,k+1 )

(14)

where θi,k represents the threshold of interviewer i, which
categorizes the grade into ordinal value k or k + 1. When
the continuous rating value falls at the left side of θi,k ,
ordinal value k is generated.
Thresholds θi,k and a cumulative normal function of
underlying metric value µn , with deviation σ, define the
3

probability of generating each categorical output. This
probability can be interpreted as the parameter πn,k of a
categorical distribution, from which we can assume that
an observed grade is sampled. It can be formulated as
follows.
πn,k = Φ((θi,k −µn )/σ)−Φ((θi,k−1 −µn )/σ)
πn,1 = Φ((−1 − µn )/σ)
πn,K = 1 − Φ((1 − µn )/σ)

Table 1: Summary of Collected Data
#Total Interviews
#Unique Candidates
#Unique Interviewers
Round Summary
#Meetings (Round 1)
#Interviews (Round 2)
#Final Interviews (Round 3)
Grade Summary
#Grade 1 (Failure)
#Grade 2 (Not Bad)
#Grade 3 (Good)
#Grade 4 (Excellent)

(k = 2, . . . , K−1)

(∵ θi,1 = −1)
(∵ θi,K = 1)

(15)

σ ∼ Cauchy(0, 2.5)

(16)

yn ∼ Categorical(πn,k )

(17)

In those equations, yn is an observed grade data on a
scale from 1 to 4 in our case. We have four categories
of yn . Therefore, we require three thresholds to define
parameters πn,k for each category. We fix θi,1 = −1 and
θi,K = 1 for the identification of the model’s parameters
[15].
The graphical model for the model we described in this
section is given in Figure 2.

5594
3846
655
1926
5199
2845
125

Bayesian credible interval on the parameters by sampling
from the posterior distribution over the parameters, which
enables us to assess model uncertainty.

3

Experiments

This section presents verification of the proposed model
capacity for real-world data generated at HRMOS; an
Applicant Tracking System (ATS) operated by BizReach,
Inc. We first provide details of the dataset we collected
for experiments.

3.1

HRMOS and Data Collection

HRMOS is an integrated system that has several submodules for human resource management. Among these,
HRMOS has a submodule for applicant tracking, which
enables corporate recruiters to manage the whole process
of job interviews seamlessly: from interviewer assignment
to candidate evaluation.
We collected about 10,000 interview grade data from
January 1, 2017 through December 27, 2017 at BizReach,
Inc. Interviewers graded candidates with a scaled score
from 1 to 4. Each datum has a flag that shows the
interview round, such as a meeting, interview or final
interview. A summary of collected data is presented in
Table 1.

Figure 2: Graphical model.

2.2

10095
3046
202

Inference

We estimate all estimands using Bayesian inference. The
previous subsection introduced our model. We inferred all
parameters by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with Stan [3]. Stan, a state-of-the-art platform that
is useful for statistical modeling and high-performance
statistical computation, offers a probabilistic programming language in which users specify log density functions
of models and conduct full Bayesian statistical inference
with MCMC sampling. The default internal algorithm is
N-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) [11], an extension of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [19], which eliminates the
need to set the problematic number-of-steps parameter.
Bayesian inference is widely used to estimate parameters
of complicated models, for which the posterior distributions cannot be solved analytically. One can estimate a

4

ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS

This section presents extensive analyses and some applications in real-world business settings. First, we explain
the analyses and interpretations of the posteriors of estimated parameters described in Section 3. Additionally, we
present widely diverse cases for applicability of our model.
We demonstrate how to predict unseen evaluations and
interpretation of how much the candidate potential will
change after interview.
4

training data shown in Table 1 and validate the predictive performance of the model using the test data. This
predictive problem can be regarded as a multi-label classification problem. In this problem setting, we can estimate
a predictive distribution of the grade value in Bayesian
inference conditioning on observed grade data y, Monte
Carlo inference, as shown below.
Z
p(y ∗ |y) = p(y ∗ |θ, y)p(θ|y)dθ
(18)

Table 2: Simulation Parameters
Number of chains
Burn-in
Number of samples
MCMC algorithm

4
1000
4000
NUTS

As stated already in the previous section, the whole
parameter inference was conducted by MCMC with Stan.
Several MCMC parameters must be fixed before running
a simulation. These parameters are presented in Table
2. We used ver. 2.16.0 of Stan with the Python interface:
PyStan [3].

4.1

In this equation, p(y ∗ |y) represents the predictive distribution of y ∗ , the predicted grade for test data, conditioning on y, observed training grade data, and θ denote
all parameters of our model, as given from Equation 1
to 17. All parameters θ are marginalized using Monte
Carlo sampling. We sampled 4,000 values from the joint
posterior 18 and calculated the probability of the data
categorized in each label. Then, we designated the category with the highest probability as the predictive value.
Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix. It indicates that
64% of the data fall within the correct categories and 93%
of them fall with the correct or the adjacent categories.
Although the predictive power is not necessarily the main
focus of our work, we can say that the model has a decent
predictive power.

Model Evaluations

The main purpose of our model is to estimate candidate’s true potential and interviewer’s toughness as latent
variables. Before going into further analyses on these
values, we should validate our model. For validation, we
should evaluate the interviewer’s estimand rather than
the predictive power of the model due to our focus on its
interpretability. Interview’s toughness βi is evaluated by
comparison to a toughness ranking judged by 12 members
in the human resource team of our company. Each member
is randomly assigned 30 interviewers to evaluate, and then
asked to rank them in terms of toughness. We calculated
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimates of each interviewer’s toughness βi and the rankings members gave. The maximum,
median and minimum coefficients are calculated as 0.72,
0.52 and 0.30, respectively. The interviewer toughness is
shown to correlate with human judgment about interviewers, in comparison with the inferred toughness. We can
conclude that the estimates are the good representation
of the true toughness.
In order to evaluate the convergence of MCMC sampling, we calculated the Gelman-Rubin statistic R̂. R̂
is the potential scale reduction factor on split chains (at
convergence, R̂ = 1) [1]. In general, R̂ < 1.1 is a good
indicator of convergence of the parameter estimation. The
proposed model has a hierarchical structure with thousands of parameters for all candidates and interviewers.
We confirmed that all parameters in our model have R̂
less than or equal to 1.02. We can conclude that all parameters for our model successfully converged. The log
likelihood also converged with R̂ = 1.08.
Finally, we evaluated the model’s predictive performance using a train-test split scheme. As test data, we
collected 387 interview grade data from January 1, 2018
through January 31, 2018. The data size is limited compared to the train data because with time series data,
particular care must be taken in splitting the data in
order to prevent data leakage. We must withhold all data
about events that occur chronologically after the events
used for fitting the model. We fit our model with the

Figure 3: Confusion matrix.

4.2

Posterior Distributions
dates and Interviewers

of

Candi-

As stated already, estimating candidate potential and
interviewer bias, which are defined in Equation 4 and
5, is one purpose of this study. Figure 4 presents the
posteriors of 10 randomly sampled candidates. Regarding
candidate potential, distributions with higher values of αc
represent a higher potential of the candidate. This result
demonstrates that candidate 2 is more promising than
other candidates.
5

Figure 5 presents posteriors of successful and unsuccessful candidates and the mean of their MAP estimates. The
upper horizontal axis is the mean of successful candidates,
whereas the lower axis is the mean of unsuccessful candidates. As readily apparent, the potential of successful
candidates is precisely estimated as higher than that of
the unsuccessful candidates.
This threshold may be useful in determining whether
interviewers let the candidate pass the interview or not.
That is, one calculates the posterior of the candidate
potential after an interview. If the posterior surpassed
the successful threshold, then one can allow the candidate
to pass the interview. Moreover, as might be readily
apparent, all estimands are estimated with a Bayesian
credible interval. A long tail distribution reflects that
the model is not confident of its estimation because of
the small size of the data. One should consider this
uncertainty when evaluating them. For example, let us
assume a candidate has the posterior distribution shown in
Figure 6. In this case, it can be assumed that the potential
of the candidate surpasses the successful threshold with
65.6% confidence, which is shown as the shaded area in
Figure 6. This threshold is merely an example in our
case. One can decide what is to be used as a threshold
according to a business scenario.
Figure 7 shows the posteriors of randomly sampled
interviewers. Regarding interviewers, tougher interviewers
have lower values. Therefore, interviewer 1 is the toughest
interviewer depicted in this figure. One can infer that the
estimations of interviewers 1, 7, and 10 are confident with
a sharp distribution compared to others.

Figure 5: Difference between distributions of successful
and unsuccessful candidates.

Figure 6: Uncertainty of candidate potential and probability above the defined threshold.
ers in the latter rounds try to evaluate the candidates in
depth, which can engender more negative feedback. The
first round has a rather positive impact on the evaluation, which suggests that we should not blindly trust the
evaluation in the first round.

4.4

In this subsection and the next subsection, we move deeper
into an explanation of more practical aspects with the
assumption that all latent variables for candidates and
interviewers, described in the previous sections, are already
estimated in daily batch processing. A question people
might ask is what grade is assigned in future interviews.
We presume a hypothetical setting in which we have a
new candidate to evaluate. We want to know what grade
each interviewer gives. Certainly, we know little about the
candidate: no prior distribution is known for the candidate
potential. In that case, maybe we should assume an
average potential for them. How can one estimate an
average candidate potential αave ? We calculated it as
shown below.

Figure 4: Distributions of candidate potential.

4.3

Posterior Distributions
Variables For Rounds

of

Predictive Grade for Candidates

Latent

The estimands presented above were estimated without
interview round bias. Figure 8 shows how biased the
candidate performance and interviewer toughness are for
each interview round. The candidate performance does
not vary considerably between rounds. However, the interviewers become tougher as the interviews approach the
end. This result follows our intuition that the interview-

αave =

C
X

αcM AP /C

(19)

c=1

where C denotes the total number of candidates; αcM AP
represents a MAP estimate of candidate potential αc . To
6

Figure 7: Distributions of interviewer toughness.

Figure 9: Predictive distributions of grade via point estimates. (The different levels of blue shade show the
predicted probability of each grade.)

might want to update the candidate potential considering
the interviewer’s toughness and the candidate potential,
each of which has already been estimated. Our model can
accommodate this situation naturally by evaluating the
posterior distribution of the candidate potential after the
interviewer assigns the grade. This functionality might
assist the automatic screening by defining thresholds of
successful candidates.
We simulate this situation using empirical Bayes
method. The distribution of previously estimated parameters, such as potential, toughness, round bias and
threshold, are approximated to follow a normal distribution. The parameters of the normal distributions are
calculated using maximum likelihood method. After defining the distribution, we use it as the prior distribution
of our model’s parameters, such as candidate potential,
round bias, and threshold; then we simulate how the candidate potential variable might change. Figure 10 presents
a change in predictive distribution of a random candidate
potential after evaluation by a normal interviewer and
a tough interviewer. Those figures have the same prior
distribution in blue in common and updated posterior
distribution in green. The lower left panel displays the
posterior when the toughest interviewer grades candidate
4 (Excellent). As might be readily apparent, the distribution moves markedly to the right compared to a normal
interviewer’s grade 4 feedback, which means that an excellent grade by a tough interviewer can be positive feedback
for candidate evaluation. However, the upper right panel
shows the posterior after the easiest positive feedback for
candidate evaluation.
The upper right panel portrays the posterior after the
easiest interviewer grades candidate 1 (Failure), which
engenders a further move to left compared to grade 1 by
the tough interviewer (lower right). From this result, we
infer that bad evaluations from easy interviewers have a
more negative impact on candidate evaluation than tough

Figure 8: Distributions of round bias.
make the point more visually and conceptually understandable, we use point estimates for all latent variables
and infer the predictive distribution portrayed in Figure
9. As for the αave estimate, we merely average all MAP
estimates of αc .
In Figure 9, upper panels portray the predictive distributions of some interviewers at Round 0. The lower
panels depict those at Round 2. The predictive distribution for each interviewer moves slightly to the left at
Round 2. This is the effect of round bias. Additionally,
each interviewer has a threshold. The left shaded area
equals the probability of grade 1. The right area, which
is too slim to be visible, equals the probability of grade
4. In this figure, Interviewer 6 is the toughest in terms
of determining failure or not. He assigns grade 1 to an
average candidate at Round 2 with about 45% confidence.
Interviewer 10 has a high threshold between grade 2 and
grade 3. Therefore, he does not easily assign a better
grade than grade 2. Compared to the two, Interviewer 20
gives more generous evaluations.

4.5

Change of Candidate Potential After
Evaluation

Another question one might ask is how much the estimated
candidate potential would change if a certain interviewer
graded the candidate. Consider the case in which one
must assign the final interviewer to a certain candidate,
and decide whether to hire the candidate based on the
judgment of this interviewer. In such a scenario, one
7

Figure 10: Change of candidate potential distributions after being graded.
interviewers.

5

tematically understates the ability of interviewer ratings
to predict job performance. It has been argued that the
reliability of job interview is low because interviewers do
not agree among themselves in terms of what questions
should be asked and how applicants are evaluated.

RELATED WORKS

This study specifically examined the application of
Bayesian Hierarchical Ordered Probit Model, which has an
extremely wide range of applicability in diverse scientific
fields, such as finance, social science, and medical science.
In the context of finance, one report [12] describes estimation of the conditional distribution of trade-to-trade price
change using an ordered probit model. They estimate the
model via maximum likelihood. In medical science, one
report of the relevant literature [18] presents a Bayesian
ordered probit model to analyze the effects of different
medical insurance plans on the level of hospital utilization, allowing for potential endogeneity of insurance status.
In the field of social science, another study [20] applied
Bayesian hierarchical ordered probit model to analyze life
satisfaction in Italy. This study treats survey data with a
group structure and an ordinal response variable. They
inferred that this group structure, which they define as
regional contexts, affects the individual life satisfaction
level.
As for studies related to employment interview, one [14]
summarized the history of this research area. Some studies
specifically examine the effects of candidate-related factors
during an interview, such as smiling, accents, and speech
duration, on interview results [6], [16], [13]. Another researcher [7] has argued that because interviewers differ in
their evaluations and because they use different parts of a
rating scale, aggression of ratings across interviewers sys-

The main prior work of our study [5], is a study of
estimation of individual differences in interviewer ratings
and standardization of interview process. This study conducted a comprehensive investigation of individual differences in interviewer validity. They analyzed the decisions
of 62 interviewers and described correlations between an
individual interviewer’s ratings and job performance for
job interviewees who were hired. Aside from this work,
meta-analysis of the relations between individual assessments and job performance was conducted in at least one
earlier studies [21]. We have the same awareness of this
study, but we pursued a different approach than theirs in
the sense that our approach specifically examines modeling and its simultaneous simulation of interviewers’ and
candidates’ differences including round bias.
Ordered probit model has a long history of application,
but Bayesian hierarchical approaches are an emerging
area[8]. Related works are few. No existing work specifically examines bias problem in employment interview. As
stated in one report of the literature [14], quantitative
evaluation of promising candidates and individual differences in interviewer validity is necessary for corporate
activity for identifying and evaluating the right people.
We have added a new application area to the rich literature of ordered probit model and employment interview
research [10].
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Our work is part of a growing body of work advancing
the use of statistics in real-world businesses of various
fields such as marketing science and sociology [17], [4],
[9]. These works, and ours, address needs for statistical
methodologies in real-world business.
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